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Some Probabilistic Models of Simple Choice and Ranking
Abstract
"Of the major areas into which experimental psychology has been traditionally partitioned, motivation is
the least well understood and systematized. This is true whether we consider theory, experimental
paradigms or experimental results. Moreover, of the various notions usually considered to be primarily
motivational, preference is the only one that mathematical psychologists have attempted to analyze with
any care: there are almost no satisfactory formal theories concerning, for example, drive and incentive,
and those that exist are best discussed as aspects of learning. So this chapter on mathematical theories
of motivation is limited to a study of preference and the closely related constructs of utility and subjective
probability." (Luce and Suppes., 1965, p. 252). In this thesis we develop certain aspects of the theories of
preference discussed in the above mentioned chapter.
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Introduction
11

0f the major areas into which experimental psychology

has been traditionally partitioned, motivation is the least
well understood and systematized.

This is true whether we

consider theory, experimental paradigms or experimental re
sults ••••. Moreover, of the various notions usually considered
to be primarily motivational, preference is the only one that
mathematical psychologists have attempted to analyze with
any care:

there are almost no satisfactory formal theories

concerning ., for example ., drive and incentive, and those that
exist are best discussed as aspects of learning.

So this

chapter on mathematical theories of motivation is limited to
a study of preference and the closely.related constructs of
utility and subjective probability." (Luce and Suppes ., 1965,
p. 252)
In this thesis we develop certain aspects of the theor
ies of preference discussed in the above mentioned chapter.
Luce and Suppes (p. 256-257) classify asymptotic theor. ies of preference according to three binary distinctions,
two of which are relevant to the present study.

If we sup

pose that the responses that a subject makes to stimulus
presentations are governed by probability mechanisms then
a theory is algebraic if i,t requires that these probabilities
be either

o,

l/2, or l and probabilistic otherwise.

fine our attention to probabilistic theories.

We con

A simple choice

experiment is one in which a subject is asked to select among
several outcomes and a ranking experiment is one in which
he is asked to rank order them.

We consider theories for

both classes of experiments.
When decisions are governed by a probabilistic process
which generates probabilities other than

O,

1/2 and 1 the

connections between simple choice and ranking are not
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